Conference

The Present and Future of EU BITs

Monday 12th September 2011 09:30am - 17:00pm
Foresight Centre, University of Liverpool, L69 3GL

Participants include:

Markus Burgstaller, Hogan Lovells, London
Marise Cremona, European University Institute, Florence
Angelos Dimopolous, University of Tilburg
Piet Eeckhout, Kings College of London
Steffen Hindelang, Freie Universität Berlin
August Reinisch, University of Vienna
Nikos Lavranos, Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and Innovation, DG International Relations, Amsterdam
Jim Mathis, University of Amsterdam
Mavluda Sattorova, University of Liverpool
Surya Subedi, University of Leeds
Robert Volterra, Volterra Fietta, London

The conference will focus on the developments in EU investment treaty law, with particular emphasis on the scope of the EU’s new competence and its constitutional limits, dispute settlement under existing and future BITs, and issues of substantive protection. It will bring together practitioners, academics and arbitrators to examine whether and to what extent the emergence of an EU-led investment protection regime can redefine the evolution of international investment law.

Media partner:

Registration fees:
Individual/academic/practitioner: £100
Early career researcher/student: £30
CPD hours available
For more information and to book a place, please email Law.Events@liverpool.ac.uk